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Figure 1: The character generation GUI (left) takes
a 3-dimension personality profile as input. It com-
putes a combination of physical attributes compati-
ble with off-the-shelf avatar authoring tools (right).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The usefulness of a virtual character depends on its ability

to fulfill the user’s expectations: among other aspects, the
character’s appearance should match her/his personality as
well as her/his behavior [11]. It has indeed been shown that
the better a character looks the part, the more believable
and effective she/he will be in the narrative [13, 8].

This paper presents a system which generates a virtual
character defined along three personality traits: Dominance,
Trustworthiness, and Agreeableness. From these three traits,
14 surface physical attributes of the target character are au-
tomatically inferred: chin bones, chin height, eyebrow angle,
eye size, head ovality, height, muscularity, weight, mouth
and lip width, mouth and lip height, neck width, nose width,
stomach tone, and torso V-shape. The system is based on a
character model where each physical attribute is modulated
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by a morph target deforming a base character. Several au-
thoring solutions are available off-the-shelf, either as com-
mercial products (Adobe Fuse [1], Daz3D [2], and Poser [4])
or open-source software (MakeHuman [3], Fig. 1, right). In
these solutions, each morph target is controlled by a slider in
the GUI, allowing non-technically experienced users to gen-
erate plausible characters in a fraction of the time needed
with professional authoring tools.

The configuration of our traits-to-attributes system ac-
counts for an initial training phase, based on a reverse
correlation experiment (e.g., [12, 9]), from which we infer
a multivariate linear model explaining the relationship be-
tween the perception of the three personality traits and the
fourteen physical attributes. The inverse model – solved
using linear programming – allows for the real-time gener-
ation of virtual characters from an input personality profile.

Similar work allows for the generation of faces from per-
sonality traits [16] or full bodies from shape descriptors [15].
Our system handles both bodies and faces. Furthermore, the
generated characters are described with a set of high-level,
character-designer-friendly physical descriptors, allowing for
a further manual refinement of the characters. Finally, the
method we present specifically addresses the challenge of
manipulating a high number of descriptors on a limited num-
ber of traits (14 attributes from 3 traits, in this study).

2. TRAINING THE MODEL
In an experiment, we collected information about the per-

ception of three personality traits in relation to fourteen
physical attributes with a reverse correlation study based
on paired comparison voting mode [7]. The paired compar-
ison method is a preference learning technique which aims
at ranking a set of N items by asking for a preference be-
tween two items at time. As output, the paired comparison
associates an estimate value to each of the items, allowing
for a relative ranking.

Fifty participants voted on 50 pairs randomly selected
from a set of 50 randomly generated virtual characters; sub-
jects had to declare which of the two characters looked more
dominant, more trustworthy, and more agreeable (Fig. 2).
The computation of the PC estimates results in associat-
ing each virtual character to a triplet of values, which indi-
cate to what degree an observer perceives the character as
dominant, trustworthy, and agreeable. The estimates were
computed using the prefmod R module [5, 10].

Then, we derive three separate linear models, one for
each of the three personality traits, by performing a lin-
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Figure 2: An example of the voting page where sub-
jects had to choose which character was more dom-
inant, trustworthy and agreeable.

ear regression between the character’s attributes (predic-
tors) and the trait estimates (measured variable). Finally,
each of the three linear models is simplified into two sim-
pler models using a backward elimination: an iterative
model selection technique which reduces the number of pre-
dictors (here, the physical attributes) explaining a model.
Two selection modes lead to models able to trigger the per-
ception of a trait either by using a minimal number of at-
tributes (p-minimization) or by maximizing the prediction
power (R-maximization).

3. CHARACTER GENERATION MODEL
The linear models derived during the training are com-

bined into a single linear system which is reverted to cal-
culate the expected physical attributes from a set of per-
sonality trait values. In this work, we solve linear problems
using the simplex method as implemented in the linprog

function exposed by the scipy.optimize python module [6].
The input to the solver is a personality profile P , expressing
a degree between 0 and 1 for each of the three traits. The
output is the list of values for each of the fourteen physical
attributes. The constraints for the solver are the min/max
range for each attribute as used for the generation of the
random characters, the coefficients derived from the linear
regressions of the training phase, and an objective function
for the minimization. In order to improve the solutions of-
fered by the solver in its basic configuration, we added fur-
ther constraints, as described below.

Filter by solvability rate We implemented a simulation
procedure which solves the problem for all combinations of
traits and selection modes on thousands of random inputs.
The resulting percentage of coverage of the input space can
be used to warn the user if it is impossible to generate char-
acters for some combinations of traits.

Choosing the objective function We conceived and
tested six different objective functions. To assess the effi-
cacy of each minimization strategy, we solved the traits-to-
attributes problem using the same data computed during
the training, and we measured the overall mean squared er-
ror (MSE) for each attribute. According to our assessment,
there is no “best” objective function: each function can min-
imize the error for some of the combinations of traits and
selection modes (p-min or R-max). Hence, given a user in-

Figure 3: Attribute values (y) as a function of dom-
inance (x); unbound (left) or coerced (right).

put, the generation procedure accounts for the selection of
the objective function which minimizes the error.

Coerce attributes progression As defined so far, the
traits-to-attributes module provides solutions which suffer
from unpredictable uneven increments (see Fig. 3, left). For
the author’s purposes, a smoother and more evenly dis-
tributed increment of all attributes over the trait range would
be preferred. Hence, we introduced a capping mechanism to
drive the attributes towards a smoother increment. The
capping mechanism uses the values of the coefficients of the
objective function: if a coefficient is positive/negative (i.e.,
the solver tends to minimize/maximize the variable), we im-
pose a lower/upper bound proportional to the input trait.
In the case of multiple input traits, the bounds are set to
the minimum/maximum value among all traits. With this
first solution, the attributes are better distributed, but the
system is more likely to be unsolvable. Hence, we introduce
a relaxation factor R ∈ [0, 1] which softens the capping con-
straints. Fig. 3, right, shows the behavior with R = 0.1.
Further solvability tests show that with this strategy both
the MSEs and the average error decrease.

4. CONCLUSION
A prototype GUI (Fig. 1, left) allows artists an interactive

exploration of the personality space through a set of sliders.
In this version, the user manually selects both the objec-
tive function and the value of relaxation. In future versions,
the system will automatically choose them in order to max-
imize the solvability range and minimize the errors. Future
experiments will focus on supporting a higher number of
traits, such as all of the Big Five [14] simultaneously. This
method has the potential to reshape the traditional pro-
duction pipeline used to produce virtual characters. In the
near future, character designers might rely on this method
to draft a first version of a character coinciding with its au-
dience’s preconceptions relating appearance to non-surface
traits like personality, moral alignment, political opinions,
spiritual beliefs, etc. This solution integrates well into exist-
ing production pipelines: once generated, the designer has
the freedom to further refine the character manually by ad-
justing sliders in the character authoring tool originally used
in the production pipeline. The work presented in this paper
is the first of a series aiming at shifting the input dimensions
for the generation of virtual characters from geometric to
non-geometric descriptors. In fact, the same method can be
applied to any subjective descriptors, such as beauty, scari-
ness, appeal, empathy, and the like, paving the way for a
generation driven by textual descriptions of characters in
natural language.
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